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Yesterday in California…
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Goal and Objectives
• The goal is to develop innovative Dynamic Data 

System techniques that improve wildfire detection and 
growth forecasting.   

• Objectives:
– Create an adaptive control system for dynamic data-driven 

forecast invocation based on the arrival of new fire 
detection data;

– Sensors will inform algorithms where to seek fires in other 
underutilized datasets

– Use model forecasts to drive these intelligent searches. 

• Anticipated outcomes: 
– Faster wildfire detection time, earlier forecasts, and 

improved forecast skill throughout a fire’s lifetime. 



The CAWFE® (Coupled Atmosphere-Wildland Fire Environment) modeling system 
couples a 4-D numerical weather prediction model designed for high resolution 
(100s of  m) simulations in complex terrain with a wildland fire behavior module to 
predict fire weather, fire behavior, and fire-weather interactions.

Simulation of the 2013 Yarnell Hill fire showing 
the heat release rate produced by the fire and 

near ground wind speed and direction.

CAWFE 
simulation: The 
“universal” fire 
shape and fire 
whirls evolve 

from fire-
atmosphere 
interactions.
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The Onion 
Fire, Owens 
Valley, CA 
(courtesy 

Chuck 
George) 

To understand fire behavior fundamentals… … and the unfolding of wildfire events 

Background



Model Configuration

5 simultaneous nested weather 
modeling domains with horizontal 
grid spacing 10 km, 3.33 km, 1.11 
km, 370 m, and 123 m telescope 
from a national forecast…

INPUT DATA: (3) spatially-varying  
fuel properties  (e.g. LANDFIRE)

…to, for example, a 55 km x 45 
km area focusing on a fire.

Grid 
refinement

INPUT DATA:  (1) Gridded synoptic/global 
weather analyses or forecast

INPUT DATA: (2) terrain elevation data



CAWFE has been applied retrospectively to wildland fires 
in varied fuel, weather, and terrain conditions. Examples:

http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/people/coen

2013 Yarnell Hill Fire (AZ)

2012 High Park Fire (CO)

2006 Esperanza Fire (CA)

2014 King Fire (CA)



Yarnell Hill Fire 
Yarnell, AZ

June 30, 2013

3:30 PM (C.Mass blog)






However, wildland fires present a difficult
forecasting challenge:

• Following a lightning strike, a fire may
– smolder for several days without growing, until dry, windy weather occurs 
– experience lulls for several days in between growth periods
– continue for weeks or months.

• Weather forecast skill deteriorates with time, particularly small features
– A forecast initialized at ignition would lose most of its accuracy by the time of 

fire growth.
– A single forecast cannot cover a fire’s lifetime accurately. 

• Models cannot foresee everything:
– Firefighting could be affecting fire growth
– Unpredictable processes such as spotting could create new fires



Satellite Active Fire Detection 

The new Suomi-NPP sensor VIIRS* provides (at least) 
twice-daily fire detection data at resolutions relevant for 

fire behavior

(new) S-NPP/VIIRS 375m(old) Terra/MODIS 1km (old) Aqua/MODIS 1km

Wildfire in southern Brazil, March 2013

*Schroeder, W., et al. (2014), The new VIIRS 375 m active fire detection data product: Algorithm 
description and initial assessment. Remote Sensing of Environment, 143, 85-96.
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Little Bear Fire
Purple: VIIRS Fire detection polygon

Red: simulated fire perimeter

Jun 8 2031 UTC Jun 9 0857 UTC Jun 9 2014 UTC Jun 10 0833 UTC 

a) b) c)

e)

d)

f)

h)

g)

i)

j)

Coen and Schroeder, 2013, Geophysical Research Letters

Non-DDDAS modeling paradigm: Scheduled CAWFE simulations 
using routine VIIRS active fire detection data



Using VIIRS active fire detection data to initialize fire 
extent ‘in progress’ in CAWFE

• Allows an accurate fire growth prediction for next 
12-24 h

• Given regular observations, can maintain skill long 
enough to reach next VIIRS observation

• Overcomes the obstacle of not being able to 
simulate an entire event with one simulation.

• Applied as a cyclical forecast, allows prediction of 
fire growth from first detection to extinction

Where the “standard” paradigm 
has brought us
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What if everything didn’t go perfectly?
• The weather regime could be more “unpredictable”

– 12 hourly data may not be enough to maintain skill

• Routine fire detection data might be missing for fire of interest:
– Fire might be obscured by clouds
– Instrument problems, sun glint
– Viewing angle too far from nadir

Opportunities

• Prior & subsequent passes may provide additional data
• Additional sensors and data sources

– i.e. Landsat-8 active fire detection product

In reality….



Improvement with DDDAS:

• 3 Components:
– create an adaptive control system for dynamic 

data-driven forecast invocation based on the 
arrival of new fire detection data;

– Sensors inform algorithms where to look in other 
underutilized datasets

– Use model forecasts to drive these intelligent 
searches. 
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– Use model forecasts to drive these intelligent 
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Suomi NPP Orbital track

Day
Night



Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) active fire detection product
W. Schroeder et al. (2015) Remote Sensing of Environment

Daytime and nighttime 
data 

Just before noon in U.S. 
west

Landsat-8 has a 16-day 
repeat cycle but data 
acquisition strategy may 
vary based on geographic 
coverage

Typical firewood 
combustion (950 K) 
requires 
≈ 4 m2 of effective fire 
area during daytime (≈ 1 
m2 at night)  for > 50% 
chance of detection. 



Take an example:
Canyon Creek Complex 

(2015) (OR)

Lightning storm passed over 
Malheur NF early hours of 8/12/15.

8/12  12 new lightning starts 
received initial attack. 2 
escaped and merged.

Berry Creek

Mason Springs

8/14 40 m.p.h. winds increased 
fire from 600 to 34,000 acres.

8/14-8/15 Winds shifted 
and drove fire into 
Strawberry Wilderness.

Imagery courtesy of oregonlive.com



Consider first detection
(but initial attack going on)

Light gray: cloud cover      Red: active fire detection

(#5) 8/12 3:07 AM VIIRS

Could be an ignition already 
but area is at least partly 
covered by clouds



3 near-in-time-observations

Gray: cloud cover      Red: active fire detection

(#7) 8/12 12:53 PM VIIRS

VIIRS arrives…. 3 
detections: 1st detection of 
Mason Springs Fire

Mason Springs

(#8) 8/12 2:30 PM VIIRS

Subsequent (1:37 h) VIIRS 
obs…. 3 detections, some 
clouds

(#6)  8/12 11:43 AM Landsat-8

Landsat arrives first…. 2 
detections: neither is 
Mason Springs or Berry Ck
fires

Mason Springs



(#10) 8/13 4:26 AM VIIRS

Another 2 near-in-time obs.

Gray: cloud cover      Red: active fire detection Charcoal: no data 

(#9) 8/13 2:50 AM VIIRS

12 h later… VIIRS detects 4 
ignitions, this is 1st detection 
of Berry Ck Fire (obscured by 
clouds in prior obs.?)

Berry Ck

Mason 
Springs



Next: 2 more near in time obs.
(#13) 8/13 12:36 PM VIIRS

Charcoal: no data            light gray: cloud cover      Red: active fire detection

(#14) 8/13 2:12 PM VIIRS

4 ignitions… a bit of growth 
in the Mason Springs fire.4 ignitions.



(#16) 8/14 4:09 AM VIIRS(#15) 8/14 2:32 AM VIIRS

Charcoal: no data            light gray: cloud cover      Red: active fire detection



(#18) 8/14 1:55 PM VIIRS(#17) 8/14 11:31 AM LANDSAT-8

Charcoal: no data            light gray: cloud cover      Red: active fire detection



(#20) 8/15 3:51 AM VIIRS(#19) 8/15 2:09 AM VIIRS

Red: active fire detection Brick: prior active fire detection



1.6 h 3.2 h 15.5 h 17.2 h 26.9 h 39.2 h

Canyon Creek Fire Complex
Purple: VIIRS Fire detection 

Red: simulated fire perimeter
Blue: “Scheduled” simulation
Orange: “Bonus” simulation
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Improvement with DDDAS:

• 3 Components:
– create an adaptive control system for dynamic 

data-driven forecast invocation based on the 
arrival of new fire detection data;

– Sensors inform algorithms where to look in other 
underutilized datasets

– Use model forecasts to drive these intelligent 
searches. 



Summary
• Demonstrating coupled weather fire models could provide a forecast throughout 

the life of a fire using cycling techniques and regularly ingested active fire 
detection data was only the beginning.

• In practice, it is more complex.  Data may also be obscured by clouds, not 
available, or have errors or gaps. (In addition to errors in the weather 
forecast.)

• DDDAS techniques are being applied to improve how wildland fires are 
detected, mapped, and predicted.

• “Extra” data may be available by prior or subsequent satellite passes or 
other sensors (and may  help us sustain a regular forecast) 

• Supplemental – outside the standard, routine forecast schedule (e.g. 
Landsat8/OLI or asynchronous Suomi/NPP active fire detection data) 
triggers an additional CAWFE® coupled weather-fire simulation and enables 
earlier (and more frequent) dynamic data-driven model invocation. 



Summary
• Outcomes:

• Allows fire growth forecasts to begin earlier
• Maintains better forecast accuracy
• Can compensate for negative impacts of missing scheduled 

data
• May lead to earlier detection (and earlier forecast results)

• The techniques could have broad application across other 
nonlinear systems that are currently done in a traditional manner 
with rigorous scheduling of routine, repeated modeling relying on 
fixed detection algorithms and regular, periodic input data arrival.  



Thank you.
For more information:

janicec@ucar.edu (303)497-8986

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science 
Foundation under Grant 1462247, NASA under Award 018568-001, and 

FEMA under Award EMW-2011-FP-01124.

NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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